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Description
The Fusion Zero brings bike saddle performance to unicycling. With a gentle curve to reduce front pressure and 
a slim profile to reduce chafing, the Fusion Zero feels like a supportive bike saddle with the control of a unicycle 
saddle. Strong and comfortable, the Fusion Zero is designed for all riding styles and for beginners through 
experts.

Select Features
• Nylon 12 + fiber composite material is exceptionally stiff, strong, and impact resistant
• Pivotal seatpost interface is strong, simple, highly adjustable, and eliminates exposed bolts
• Saddle shape supports the “ischial tuberosities” (sit bones), reducing soft tissue pressure
• Low front nose provides a comfortable handle position
• Slim profile and clean underside make it easy to grab for trials and tricks
• T-bar touring handle compatible for comfort on longer rides

Fitting Notes
• Saddle angle: We recommend starting with a saddle angled moderately down towards the back. This shifts 

the weight off the soft tissue onto your sit bones and prevents you from sliding forwards. After a few rides, 
adjust to personal preference.

• Seatposts: Compatible with Kris Holm and other pivotal seatposts. Not compatible with traditional 4-bolt 
unicycle seatposts.

Links
Product Page: http://krisholm.com/gear/saddle/fusion-zero
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Comparison of Kris Holm Saddle Models

Fusion Freeride

Thickest foam gives the greatest shock absorbency. Recommended for riders wanting the most immediately 
comfortable feeling saddle.
Foam Characteristics: thick, soft
Curvature: gentle
Riding styles: Muni, Distance, All-Around

Fusion Street

Moderate foam thickness balances cushioning with a slimmer saddle profile. Recommended for riders wanting 
the front-back support of a traditionally curved saddle for all-around use.
Foam Characteristics: moderately thick, moderately soft
Curvature: moderate
Riding styles: Muni, Distance, All-Around, Uni Hockey & Basketball

Fusion Slim

Slimmest foam thickness for the thinnest possible saddle profile that is easy to grab on the side.  Recommend-
ed for trials, tricks-oriented riding styles, and any riders wanting a thin, traditionally curved saddle with good 
front-back support.
Foam Characteristics: thin, firm
Curvature: moderate
Riding styles: Trials, Street, Flatland, Freestyle, Uni Hockey & Basketball

Fusion Zero

Gentle curvature and a narrower mid-section that is closer the shape of a supportive bike saddle.  Recom-
mended for longer rides on- or offroad, riders wanting a bike-like saddle feel, and for tricks-oriented riders 
wanting a lower front nose on the saddle.
Foam Characteristics: moderately thin, firm
Curvature: very gentle
Riding styles: All styles
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Questions & Answers About the Fusion Zero Saddle
What is a Pivotal Seatpost?
Pivotal seatposts are the #1 aftermarket seatpost design in the BMX industry, with growing popularity in mountain bike 
saddles. The seatpost attaches to a ridged interface on the saddle base using a single, large diameter (10 mm) bolt tight-
ened through the top of the saddle. It is very strong, simple to install, has wide angle adjustability, and does not have any 
exposed bolt heads.

How does the low curvature Fusion Zero support the rider’s sitting stance, compared to the other KH Fusion 
models?
The curved Fusion Freeride, Street, and Slim models support the rider throughout the entire saddle curve. Combined with 
a wider mid-section, this provides stability and comfort for a more upright riding stance. In contrast, the Fusion Zero fits 
more like a bike saddle. The saddle is designed to mimic a bike rider’s down-and-back sitting position, shifting pressure 
away from the front and allowing for a narrower mid-section to reduce chafing.

What saddle angle is best?  
Having the right saddle angle is key for comfort, and saddle angle will depend on the type of riding and personal prefer-
ence. Most riders will prefer a seatpost angled moderately downwards towards the back. 

The Fusion Zero looks thin – is there enough cushioning to be comfortable?
For longer rides, the slim profile and moderate foam density provide effective support while reducing chafing compared to 
thicker foam. The top foam surface has been kept fairly flat, consistent with modern bike saddle design, and has a cutaway 
to reduce pressure.  The perimeter of the saddle are shaped to reduce chafing while preventing the sit bones from sliding 
forward, even when riding without holding onto the handle. The saddle sides are kept vertical to reduce chafing when rid-
ing standing up. The Fusion Zero is designed for use with padded bike shorts. 

Will the Fusion Zero work for beginners? 
The more curved Fusion saddle models (Slim, Street, Freeride) provide greater front-back sitting support than the Fusion 
Zero. On the other hand, the Fusion Zero will feel more familiar to a new rider already used to a bike saddle. Ultimately it 
will come down to personal preference. For tentative learners, the more curved Fusion Slim, Street or Freeride may be the 
most stable way to go, but there’s no reason that someone couldn’t learn the basics with the Fusion Zero too.

Is the Fusion Zero compatible with a T-bar touring handle?
Yes. It is easy to install and does not require the additional reinforcement plate provided with the T-bar for the other 
saddles.

Will I like the Fusion Zero for trials, street, flatland or freestyle riding? 
This will depend on personal preference. The saddle is slim, stiff and easy to grab, and Pivotal seatposts are very strong 
with no exposed bolt heads. The low front nose will be helpful for some flatland tricks. On the other hand, it will feel very 
different at first and some riders may need time to adjust. Ultimately some riders will like it and others will prefer the Fu-
sion Slim or Street models.

The Fusion Zero is the only unicycle saddle using a Pivotal Seatpost. Will this be a problem for replacement?   
Pivotal is a widely available bike standard in 22.2 mm, 25.4 mm and 27.2 mm sizes. If a KH Pivotal post is not available 
from your specialty unicycle retailer, a replacement post should be available through most bike shops.


